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Fortunately, common sense can be used
efficiently in this decision. While sound systems
are complex in concept and design, the
evaluation of their success is rather simple. If
the typical worshippers can understand the
spoken message from most seating positions
within the church, the system is providing
intelligible sound. The system may or may
not provide natural sound, but that’s another
article. On the other hand, if the sound system
is not providing intelligible and clear sound, it
is obvious to most people that the sound system
is not doing the job.

he purchase of a new sound system is
a fundamentally important decision
for a House of Worship. Unfortunately,
since this decision is often made on ten- to
fifteen-year increments, there is little continuity from one system to the next. Hardly
ever does one pastor or committee member
become involved with more than one decision
of this type during his or her tenure. Further,
there is so much technical jargon surrounding
this decision that many committee members
are tempted to feel they are unqualified to
have any part in the decision to select a sound
system.
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One of the most important issues in
the performance of the sound system is
the acoustical quality of the room in
which it is used. Even the best sound
system has difficulty producing good
sound in a room that has poor or bad
acoustics. The principal issues that
cause a room to be difficult acoustically
are:

TECH TALK

Cable
Repair
o you have a corner where all
the bad microphone cables are
thrown? Are you confused
about how to fix those cables? Then
this column was written for you!

2. Loud heating and cooling (HVAC)
system

No matter how well a cable is made,
it will eventually break given enough
time and use. Let’s look at the three
most common microphone connectors
and learn how to fix them.

3. High levels of environmental noise
(traffic)

Many issues affect the performance
and intelligibility of a sound system:
1. The clarity and articulation of the
talker
2. The voice level of the talker
3. The distance from the talker to the
microphone
4. The hearing of the listener
5. The number of microphones used
in the system
6. The number of sources of sound
within the system
7. The quality of the room in enhancing
or reducing intelligibility, due to
its basic design

In general, systems work best in any
room if they are simple in their design.
Simplicity is normally defined by
these attributes:

These same issues normally cause
the need for higher cost sound systems,
and thus, difficult rooms often have
sound systems that are more expensive
but still less intelligible than simpler
systems used in rooms with easier
acoustics.

In light of this information, the
congregation that wants to improve
their sound system may want to
request that the audio contractor or an
acoustical consultant provide a preliminary analysis of the church acoustics.
This way, the congregation will be
aware of any problems that exist prior
to the purchase and installation of the
sound system.

1. Single source of sound (Cluster)

2. Single position of the loudspeaker(s)
(The position needs to be carefully
selected to provide optimum sound
system performance.)

Additionally, if the church is found
to have acoustical problems, the
congregation can decide whether they
are interested in resolving those problems
via a more in-depth acoustic analysis
and design. If the acoustical problems
are fixed, the cost of the new sound
system will likely be reduced. And
better yet, the intelligibility performance
can be greatly increased.
In the end, the type of new sound
system to be chosen is a combination
of the current acoustical quality of the
church and the skill of the sound system
designer. If the quality is to be high,
both factors must be considered.
■ Steven J. Orfield
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First, the two-conductor 1/4" phone
plug (Figure 1). This connector is usually
found with high impedance unbalanced
microphones, guitars and keyboards or
unbalanced line-level devices. The
cable usually has a single inner-conductor (wire) that is surrounded by tiny
wires woven into a braid.

Connect the inner-conductor to the
tip connection of the phone plug
(Figure 1, upper). The shield is soldered to the sleeve connection (Figure
1, lower). When you’re finished,
crimp the cable clamp onto the
cable. This will provide good strain
relief.

3. Limited numbers of microphones that
are on at any one time

Ring

D

1. High reverberation (liveliness)

4. Long distances to listeners (over 50
feet and in combination with the
previous factors)

2 - Positive

Second, the three-conductor 1/4"
phone plug. It is also called a TRS
(Tip, Ring, Sleeve) 1/4" phone plug
(Figure 2, upper). This is used for balanced microphones or equipment. The
positive wire (often the lighter color) is
soldered to the tip connection (Figure
2, lower). The negative wire is connected to the ring connection. As
before, the shield is soldered to the
sleeve connection.
Female Connector

Male Plug
Figure 3 3-pin “XLR” Connectors

Third, the most reliable microphone
connector is the three-pin type (Figure
3). It is often called an “XLR” which is
actually a brand name. There is a male
plug that has 3 pins, labeled 1, 2, 3.
3
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Figure 4 The IEC standard for “XLR”
connectors

The mating female connector has
sockets. This connector is the standard
professional microphone connector.
Figure 4 shows how a two conductor
shielded cable is connected according
to national and international (IEC)
standards. However, not every manufacturer agrees. Please consult your
specification sheets to know for sure.

Everybody agrees on Pin 1. The
shield connects here. Some cable
companies also connect a wire from
Pin 1 to the cable shell ground lug. We
would not recommend doing this,
because this can cause a ground loop to
occur. Ground loops can cause a hum
or buzz.
How pins two and three are wired is
not critically important, but it is important
that both ends of the cable are wired
the same. For example, the red wire on
Pin 2 of the male plug would connect
to Pin 2 on the female connector. It is
wise to establish a wiring convention
for your church. For instance, make
the light color wire the positive wire,
and connect it to Pin 2. The dark color
is the negative wire, and it is tied to Pin
3.

Connecting audio equipment can
become very complex. There are
unbalanced and balanced inputs and
outputs. Then throw in transformer or
direct coupled inputs or outputs. Now
add impedance to the equation.
Confused? Please give us a call if you
need help? We can answer your
questions!
■ Ron Huisinga

